
Hybrid is here to stay 
At the Austria Center Vienna we’re all about 
communications that hit the mark. Thanks to 
innovative solutions that are geared towards full 
interactivity, you too can engage with your target 
audiences any way you want – online, in person 
and by networking participants with each other  
in a hybrid format. Our individual settings for  
hybrid events give you genuine planning security 
for affordable events, whatever the size.

Hybrid event a great opportunity
Straightforward switching to and from exter- 
nal feeds makes it easier to attract top-quality 
speakers, wherever they may be. Using digital 
event solutions allows you to reach out to an  

HYBRID MEETINGS 
We’ll bring your live events into line  
with the demands of the time!

even broader audience – and makes it easier  
to analyse the impact of your event.

Interacting and networking
Hybrid events open the door to a dynamic com-
munication experience for your participants by 
including opportunities for moderated interaction 
such as ballots, live Q&As  and chats – in person 
and online.

The perfect IT set-up for outstanding events
Our world-class technical meeting infrastructu- 
re earned us an award a little while back. High- 
performance network infrastructure makes live 
patch-ins even easier, while facilitating lag-free 
dialogue whatever the distances involved.

Rooms to grow ideas.



Rooms to grow ideas.

Hybrid Circle
A fully equipped 360° studio with cameras,  
projectors for live feeds, professional lighting, 
extended get-together area and everything you 
need to transform your event into a digital com-
munication experience for participants at  
the venue and online.

Hybrid Sphere
Our starter package lets you fully digitalize your 
event. Through panels, lighting elements and  
various ways of incorporating external speakers, 
the Hybrid Sphere can be scaled according to  
the specific format – from exclusive get-toge-
thers to major presentations.

Hybrid Cube
A booth-sized studio is just the ticket for dis- 
cussions with smaller live audiences on site.  
The end-to-end technical equipment provides 
a professional set-up for internal and external 
interactions.

Green screen studio
The green multipurpose solution for every pre-
sentation: A freely configurable space can be 
populated with any kind of visual content, or 
post-edited once the event has finished.

LED wall
Available in all halls: dynamic backgrounds dis-
played on high-quality LED walls – for impressive 
and attention-grabbing effects.

Broadcast studio
Studio with the VIP touch: the place where hybrid 
events are given that extra special level of finish 
through the addition of custom content or mate-
rial such as interview footage.

Three hybrid  
networking options

Add-ons: Custom  
hybrid solutions

We can’t wait to see you!
Philip Ulamec
Tel: +43 1 260 69-383 
E-Mail: philip.ulamec@acv.at 


